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Day 1 

1) High-tech start-ups: what we know and open research issues :  

Stylized facts on the performance of high-tech start-ups ; Knowledge gap, funding gap and 

firms’ growth performance: the competence-based and market failure perspectives ; Drivers 
of firms’ growth: the role of human capital ; Strategic alliances: antecedents and effects on 
performance ; Modes of start-up financing ; The role of public policy 

2) Quantitative empirical methods for the study of high-tech entrepreneurship:  

Group work analysis of the publishing journey of two papers ; Definition of theoretical 

hypotheses ; Choice of sample of firms ; Choice of econometric model and model 
specification ; Interpretation (and counter-interpretation) of results 

 

Day 2 

1) Different theoretical insights into research in technology based entrepreneurship : 
resource based theory, strategy, industrial economics, organizational behavior  

2) Grounded theory as a research design  

3) Discussion of different papers  

 

Day 3 

1) Overview of the evolution of entrepreneurship research 

2) Venture capital research : entrepreneurship and technology transfer 

3) Theory building from qualitative research 

4) Discussion of different publication outlets and what editors look for 



The sessions will involve in-depth discussion of specific papers 

 

Day 4 

1) Discussion of foundational articles in entrepreneurship  

2) The new research resources in the area of entrepreneurship (the PSED and GEM 
databases), examples of questions that can be addressed and research techniques.  

3) How to construct an argument, how to present arguments, how to build the upfront part 
of a paper, what is the anatomy of a good article.  

 

 
Day 5 

1) Qualitative empirical methods for the study of innovation and entrepreneurship:  

To understand the innovative entrepreneurship process : insights of history and sociology of 
science and technology; The use of a sociological lens to analyse entrepreneurship; 
Presentation and discussion of one case study of an entrepreneurial process; 
Entrepreneurship as a distributed agency or how to study the collective entrepreneurial 
process (alliances, networks or ecology)? 

2) Public policy, innovation and entrepreneurship: 

Entrepreneurship policy : a field in infancy ; To create a more hospitable environment for 
entrepreneurs and for venture capitalists and/or more direct interventions to boost the 
availability of finance ?; Variety of the public schemes for entrepreneurship : a theoretical 
approach in terms of policy mix (how the role and effects of one scheme or instrument is 
affected by the existence of the other ones).  

3) The main lessons from the week 

  

 


